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WAM: Wear-Out-Aware Memory Management
for SCRAM-Based Low Power Mobile Systems
Dongyoung Seo and Dongkun Shin, Member, IEEE
Abstract — Emerging storage class RAM (SCRAM) devices
are power-efficient, byte-addressable, and non-volatile.
However, each SCRAM memory cell has a limited lifetime. To
use SCRAM to replace power-hungry DRAM in mobile
consumer devices, wear-leveling among cells will be a critical
issue. Especially, due to the locality of memory access pattern,
current operating systems’ SCRAM-unaware memory
allocator may intensify the wear of certain SCRAM blocks.
Wear-leveling requires the redesign of operating systems to
distribute memory accesses evenly throughout the entire
memory space. This paper suggests two operating-systemlevel wear-leveling techniques for SCRAM devices. First, this
paper proposes a novel memory allocator, called W-Buddy,
that considers the wear of memory chunks as it selects a free
memory chunk to be allocated. Second, this paper proposes a
variable metadata formatting technique for file systems. The
experiment results show that the proposed W-Buddy allocator
and metadata reformatting technique improve the lifetime of
SCRAM devices compared with the techniques of conventional
operating systems1.
Index Terms — SCRAM, Wear-leveling, Memory Allocator,
File system metadata

I. INTRODUCTION
For battery-powered mobile consumer devices such as
smartphones and tablets, power consumption is an important
performance metric. Since DRAM must be refreshed
periodically, it is one of the most power-hungry devices in
mobile systems; thus, low-power mobile DRAMs are
generally used to minimize power consumption. Recently,
next-generation non-volatile storage-class RAM (SCRAM)
technologies are emerging to replace DRAM; these SCRAM
technologies include phase-change RAM (PCRAM), spintransfer-torque magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM), and resistive
RAM (RRAM) [1]. Recent significant advances in
semiconductor technologies have led to the realization of
various SCRAM device prototypes. Since SCRAM is byteaddressable and has a shorter latency than NAND flash
memory, it can be reasonably applied as main memory. The
1
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non-volatility of SCRAM will reduce the overall power
consumption of mobile devices as well as simplify the system
software, which is now inevitably complex in order to handle
the volatility of the main memory.
However, SCRAM memory cells have a limited lifetime.
SCRAM wears out incrementally with each program-anderase (P/E) operation. This limited lifetime is a critical hurdle
for the use of SCRAM as main memory. In particular, the
main memory access pattern is highly localized. This would
greatly imbalance the wear among the memory cells.
Therefore, a wear-leveling technique is essential to balance
the wear among the cells. Recently, many wear-leveling
techniques for SCRAM have been proposed [2]-[4]. However,
most of them are device-oriented, meaning that the wearleveling module is implemented within the memory controller,
which monitors the memory write pattern and takes some
actions to level wear.
Host-driven wear-leveling is a potentially more effective
technique in which the memory access pattern is changed at
the host level to distribute write requests evenly over the
entire memory space. Host-driven wear-leveling can be
used synergistically with the device-driven wear-leveling
technique. Unfortunately, current operating systems are
designed for DRAM-based systems and thus incorporate no
consideration of main-memory wear-leveling. For example,
the buddy memory allocator [5] in the Linux OS allocates
the first free memory chunk suitable for the size of a
request, without any information on the wear of memory
blocks. Therefore, write requests are likely to be
concentrated on only a portion of the overall memory
blocks. To avoid the imbalances in wear caused by this
allocation method, the operating system designer will
therefore need to retrofit the operating systems to include
memory wear-leveling modules.
This paper proposes two operating-system-level wearleveling techniques for SCRAM-based mobile systems: wearout-aware memory allocation and variable metadata
formatting. In the former technique, the buddy memory
allocator is redesigned to prefer less worn memory blocks. In
the latter, the file system metadata structure is changed
dynamically to distribute the write accesses for frequently
updated fields. Very few attempts have been made to reform
operating systems to consider the SCRAM wear-leveling
issue. Experiments herein show that wear-out-aware memory
management can increase the lifetime of SCRAM
significantly and with negligible overhead.
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II. RELATED WORKS
SCRAM is a next-generation memory that can be accessed in
the unit of byte or word like DRAM, but non-volatile like NAND
flash memory. Due to these benefits, SCRAM is currently expected
to replace DRAM and flash memory in consumer devices. There
are several researches on improving I/O performance and file
system consistency by utilizing SCRAM as metadata storage.
FRASH [6] maintains the file system metadata at SCRAM. Since
the file system operations generally change only several bytes
among all metadata, the byte-writable SCRAM is a suitable device
for the file system metadata. Seo et al. [7] propose the utilization of
PCRAM as metadata storage for de-duplicated data in order to
enhance the performance of small-sized metadata updates. Lee [8]
and Park et al. [9] use SCRAM to store the metadata of the file
system or the flash translation layer. Lee et al. [10] utilize PCRAM
as cache storage to store only changed data, thereby enhancing the
lifetime of NAND flash memory.
One critical weakness of SCRAM is its limited lifetime,
which at the current state of technology is not sufficient to
replace DRAM. Throughout the past several decades, the
operating systems development has targeted DRAM.
Therefore, to accommodate the use of SCRAM as main
memory, several modifications are required to these operating
systems. Especially, the memory management module should
be modified to consider the limited lifetime of SCRAM.
However, most recent research in this area has focused on the
use of device-level wear-leveling techniques to balance the
P/E cycles among the SCRAM cells.
Dhiman et al. [2] suggested a hybrid PCRAM and DRAM
main memory called PDRAM, including a memory manager to
maintain the update counts of every 4 KB memory page for the
purpose of wear-leveling. However, since the management unit
size is fixed at 4 KB, this design is not suitable for use with
memory allocators in operating systems that support memory
allocations of various sizes. The SegmentSwap [3] technique
partitions a PCRAM device into several segments, and
periodically swaps the data in the least worn segment and the
most worn segment. However, this technique incurs a great deal
of data copy overhead, especially when the segment size is large.
Moreover, SegmentSwap requires the use of an additional
hardware controller to manage the update counts of segments.
The StartGap [4] technique periodically rotates the logical-tophysical address mapping in the memory controller to change
the memory page allocated for frequently updated data.
StartGap also has high copy overhead because of the need to
move some memory pages at each wear-leveling period, and in
addition, requires the reservation of a memory page for use as a
spare space during the address rotation operation.
The Flip-N-Write [11] technique reduces the number of bit
updates by inverting data bits when more than half the total
number of bits need to be updated. The DCW [12] scheme
also reduces the number of bits to be programmed or erased
by updating only the changed bits. The RowShift [3]
technique shifts the row offset during each pre-defined update
period for wear-leveling.
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Most of these wear-leveling techniques for SCRAM are
device-oriented techniques. This paper proposes host-level
wear-leveling techniques, which can change the memory
update pattern fundamentally and thereby enhance the
SCRAM lifetime more effectively.
III. WEAR-OUT-AWARE MEMORY ALLOCATOR
A. Memory Update Pattern
Generally, the main memory update operations of real
applications are highly concentrated on some small regions of
the memory. Several memory update workloads were
collected from real applications such as web surfing, building
linux kernel, sorting, and vi on Linux by using the PIN tool
[13]. PIN can extract the trace of logical memory accesses
during the execution of an application. A virtual memory
(VM) simulator is implemented to obtain the physical memory
access trace from the output of PIN. The VM simulator maps
a logical memory chunk to a physical memory chunk. It also
includes the buddy memory allocator and the swap manager.
Fig. 1 shows the memory update count of each physical
memory word while executing different applications at the
system with 1 MB physical memory. The update counts differ
by up to six orders of magnitude.

Fig. 1. Memory update patterns of various applications.
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Linux uses the buddy memory allocator to manage main
memory. The buddy allocator manages each memory chunk
based on its order; a chunk in the n-th order is of size 2nS,
where S is the smallest chunk size. All free memory chunks in
an order are managed by a linked list. The buddy allocator
chooses a memory chunk to be allocated by finding a free
chunk from the head of the corresponding order list. If a
chunk is deallocated, it is attached to the head of the
corresponding order list. Therefore, if an application repeats
memory allocation and deallocation frequently, a recently
deallocated memory chunk will be reallocated, leading to a
significant imbalance in wear among memory chunks.
One simple way to implement wear-leveling in the buddy
allocator, then, is to attach deallocated memory chunks to the tail
of the free chunk list while allocating free chunks from the head
of the list. However, this technique cannot completely solve the
imbalance of wear, especially when some memory pages are
updated many times before they are deallocated. A more
effective technique would be to manage the memory update
count for each memory chunk and allocate the least updated
memory chunk first. However, if a linear search algorithm were
used, the computational complexity of finding the least updated
memory chunk would be O(n) for n memory chunks. Therefore,
a novel algorithm with lower complexity and overhead is needed
that can find and allocate chunks that are less worn.
The proposed wear-out-aware buddy allocator, called WBuddy, manages the update counts of memory chunks with
complexity of O(Log n), and allocates a less worn chunk to
balance wear.
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sub-chunks is free, the Np of Ci,j is set to two times the Np of
the free sub-chunk to apply only the update count of the free
memory chunk. For example, since C2,0 has only one free subchunk C1,1, the Np of C2,0 is 14 (= 27). The Salloc of C2,0 is
(100), which means that C2,0 is not free but that a free subchunk exists in orders 1 and 0. W-Buddy can find a free
chunk by examining Salloc, and can select a less worn chunk by
comparing Np among chunks.
The memory allocation process is as follows: If a 4 KB
memory chunk should be allocated, assuming the initial
memory state given in Fig. 3 (a), W-Buddy first examines the
Salloc of the highest-order chunk C3,0. Since the Salloc is (0000),
there exists a free chunk in the order 0 where 4 KB memory
chunks are managed. Then, by examining the Salloc of subchunks, W-Buddy can determine that both C2,0 and C2,1 have
free 4 KB sub-chunks. W-Buddy compares the update counts
of C2,0 and C2,1. Since the update count of C2,0 is less than that
of C2,1, W-Buddy further examines the sub-chunks of C2,0. By
this searching process, W-Buddy will finally select the chunk
C0,0.
After allocating C0,0, W-Buddy updates the state of C0,0 and
its parent chunks for further allocations. First, W-Buddy sets
Salloc of C0,0 to (1). It also updates the most significant bit
(MSB) of Salloc for all parent chunks to 1 and updates Np; Fig.
3 (b) shows the result after a 4 KB chunk is allocated from the
Fig. 3 (a) state. Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 3 (d) show the chunk states
after each of two additional 4 KB allocations.

B. W-Buddy Allocator
Fig. 2 shows how the W-Buddy allocator manages memory
chunks. If total memory size is 32 KB and the smallest
allocable chunk size is 4 KB, the memory is managed at the
four different orders from 0 to 3. An order-i chunk can be
divided into two buddy sub-chunks of order i-1, and
conversely, the two lower-level buddy sub-chunks can be
merged into one chunk of the next higher order. In response to
a memory allocation request, W-buddy selects one of the free
chunks from the proper chunk list.

Fig. 2. Memory buddy chunk management in W-Buddy

In Fig. 2, Ci,j denotes the j-th memory chunk on the order i.
For each chunk, W-Buddy manages the special information
(Np, Salloc) of each chunk to allow efficient searching for a less
worn free chunk. Np is the update count of the chunk. Salloc is
the allocation status bitmap of the chunk and its sub-chunks.
The Np of a chunk is determined by the Np of its sub-chunks.
If both the sub-chunks of Ci,j are free, the Np of Ci,j is set to the
sum of the update counts of its sub-chunks. If only one of the

Fig. 3. Page allocation process in W-Buddy. The arrows denote the
sequences of chunk selection.
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If a 16 KB memory chunk is requested and the state is as
shown in Fig. 3 (d), W-Buddy first examines the Salloc of
the highest order chunk C3,0. Since the Salloc is (1000), there
exists a free chunk for the order 2. By checking the Salloc of
sub-chunks, W-Buddy can determine that only C2,1 has a
free 16 KB memory chunk. After selecting the chunk C2,1,
W-Buddy updates the state of C2,1 to (26, 111) and C3,0 to
(37, 1110) as shown in Fig. 3 (e). Because examining Salloc
of C2,1 is now sufficient to determine that all the subchunks of C2,1 are already allocated, W-Buddy does not
update the allocation status of its sub-chunks.
The original buddy allocator merges buddy memory
chunks when both are deallocated to generate a larger free
memory chunk. W-Buddy also merges two buddy free
memory chunks by updating Salloc. It updates Salloc and Np of
the memory chunk on each memory chunk deallocation,
and these updates are propagated from the deallocated
chunk to its parent chunks. In Fig. 4 (a), if C0,0 is
deallocated, Salloc of C1,0 is changed from (11) to (10) and
Np of C1,0 is changed to 2 (= 21) as shown in Fig. 4 (b).
Fig. 4 (c) shows the result when C0,1 is deallocated: C1,0 is
changed to the free state, since both sub-chunks are free;
then, Salloc of C1,0 is changed to (00) and Np of C1,0 is
changed to 3 (=1+2). Further, C2,0 and C3,0 are updated
according to the states of their sub-chunks.

Fig. 4. Deallocation of memory chunks.

Because the wear-leveling technique herein is allocationbased, any memory chunks holding cold or hot data that are
not deallocated for a long time cannot be acted on.
Accordingly, if the difference in update counts between the
most worn and the least worn chunk exceeds a predefined
threshold, W-buddy invokes a compulsory data swap
between these two chunks. W-Buddy can find the most
worn and the least worn chunks by comparing Np as shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Compulsory wear-leveling. The line arrows and dotted arrows
represent the searching processes for the least and most used chunks,
respectively.

A hardware counter in the memory controller can be used to
get the exact update counts of all memory chunks. The
counter would need to monitor all memory write requests and
report them to operating system via interrupt. However, such a
mechanism would require a high-capacity hardware counter
and would incur a great deal of overhead for interrupt
handling. Instead, a sampling-based approach is used, where
the memory controller captures the address of currently
updated memory chunk and reports it to the operating system
only at every sampling period.
The time complexity of the memory allocation of the
traditional buddy allocator is O(1). However, W-Buddy has
the time complexity of O(Log n) to find the least used
memory chunk.
IV. WEAR-OUT-AWARE METADATA MANAGEMENT
Both the performance and reliability of file systems can be
enhanced by storing the metadata in SCRAM [8], [10]. Some
fields of metadata are updated more frequently than others over
the lifecycle of a file. For example, the file size field is updated
at every append operation. However, the file name field is
generally fixed after a file is created. Thus, the memory cells
allocated for the frequently updated field wear out more rapidly.
To avoid such an imbalance, previously reported wear-leveling
techniques may be used, such as SegmentSwap and RowShift
[3]. However, because the management unit of these techniques
is significantly larger than the metadata fields, it is difficult to
balance the wear among the memory cells allocated for
metadata using these techniques.
Instead, this paper proposes a file-system-level wearleveling technique which called metadata reformatting. Herein
the FAT file system is used as an example, since it is widely
used for the external storage of consumer devices, such as for
SD cards. However, the technique can be used for any other
file systems that use metadata of a fixed format. The metadata
types of the FAT file system are the Boot Sector, File
Allocation Table (FAT), and Directory Entry (DE). One DE is
32 bytes and contains the file information. A DE is created
when a file is created, and it is updated during each file write
operation to reflect the new file size and the time of the update.
The original structure of the DE is shown in Fig. 7 (a).
Fig. 6 shows the update counts of the different areas of the
DE during the execution of the Iozone benchmark in which a
1-GB file is created via the append write operations. Since the
FileSize field of DE is updated during each append write
request, the FileSize field, the last four bytes in Fig. 6, is
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updated more frequently than other fields. This result implies
that it is necessary to perform word-level wear-leveling on the
memory allocated for metadata.

Fig. 6. Update count of each 4 byte field of a DE after consecutive append
writes during an Iozone benchmark.

The proposed reformatting technique changes the memory
location of frequently updated fields within the DE structure. To
easily identify the changed format, only eight different DE
formats is used, which are generated by rotating the original
format by 4n bytes (where n is an integer between 0 and 7); the
value of n is used as the type number. Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 7 (c)
show the changed DEs when the type numbers are 1 and 7,
respectively. The initial type number is determined by selecting
n randomly between 0 and 7, and storing it in a fixed memory
location; thereafter, the format is changed periodically.

memory. For this purpose, it manages the hash table for the
DEs stored in the SCRAM cache as shown in Fig. 8 (b). The
hash key is generated with the address value. Each mapping
entry in the hash table has three items. The Word Address of
NAND denotes the address of DE in the NAND flash memory.
The Index of SCRAM denotes the address within the SCRAM
for the DE. The update count is incremented at each DE
update operation, and its value is used to determine the
reformatting time.
Fig. 8 (c) shows the data structure of the cached DE.
Word Address of NAND and Type information are used to
denote the address of the original data and the format type
number, respectively. The SCRAM manager can reconstruct
the hash table by scanning these fields during the storage
initialization time.

...
Fig. 7. Structure of the DE: (a) in its original format, and (b–c) in two of
the formats that are rotated in the metadata reformatting technique.

The target hybrid storage system is illustrated in Fig. 8
(a), which adopts NAND flash memory and SCRAM for
main data storage and metadata cache storage, respectively.
SCRAM provides write operations of shorter latency
compared to NAND flash memory, and supports byte-level
update operations. Therefore, it is profitable to use the
SCRAM as metadata cache storage, since metadata is
frequently updated and only several bytes are changed by a
file system operation. User data is written directly to the
NAND flash memory. Metadata is written to the SCRAM
first, and then is flushed to the NAND flash memory by the
LRU policy when there is no longer enough free space in
the SCRAM to write new metadata. Although the FAT area
also uses SCRAM, its format is not changed because the
FAT area is generally updated evenly.
The hybrid storage system should know whether the
requested metadata is located in SCRAM or NAND flash
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Fig. 8. Hybrid storage system with metadata reformatting.
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Other file systems such as EXT4 can also utilize the
metadata reformatting technique if they have fixed
metadata structures. Fig. 9 shows the inode structure of the
EXT4 file system. It also has a size field, which is updated
frequently.

TABLE I
CONFIGURATIONS OF MEMORY ALLOCATORS
Memory
Manager
Ideal
BuddySegmentSwap
Buddy-StartGap

Fig. 9. Inode structure of EXT4.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Wear-leveling performance of W-Buddy
A trace-driven in-house SCRAM simulator and several
real-world memory traces are used in order to evaluate the
wear-leveling performance. The size of the simulated
SCRAM was 1 MB. Four real-world memory traces were
extracted from Linux 2.6.32 while executing several
applications: web browser, linux kernel build, gensort, and
vi. The memory trace included memory-related operations
such as reading, writing, allocation, and freeing. The
SCRAM simulator included a virtual memory manager,
which remapped virtual addresses in the memory trace to
physical addresses in the SCRAM. The memory manager
swapped out physical pages when there was insufficient
free space in the SCRAM.
The wear-leveling performances of five memory
allocators were evaluated: Ideal, Buddy, BuddySegmentSwap, Buddy-StartGap, and W-Buddy. Buddy is
the original memory allocator of Linux, which does not
consider wear-leveling. The other four allocators do
perform wear-leveling. The Ideal allocator counts all
memory update requests and allocates the least worn
memory chunk; it also supports compulsory wear-leveling.
Buddy-SegmentSwap and Buddy-StartGap are hardwarebased wear-leveling techniques without any changes to the
buddy allocator; they use SegmentSwap [3] and StartGap
[4], respectively. W-Buddy is the proposed memory
allocator in this paper.
Table I summarizes the experimental configurations of
observed memory allocators. The segment size and line size
of hardware-based techniques were configured to 4 KB,
which is equal to the minimum chunk size of the operating
systems. The wear-leveling threshold was used for the
compulsory wear-leveling. When the difference on update
counts between the most worn chunk and the least worn
chunk exceeded the wear-leveling threshold, a compulsory
data swap between these two chunks was performed. WBuddy assumes the HW memory controller reports updated
memory address at every 1000 memory update requests to
operating system via interrupt. W-Buddy increased the
memory update count at each interrupt.

W-Buddy

Configurations
Wear-leveling cycle
Wear-leveling threshold
Update counting cycle
Wear-leveling cycle
Wear-leveling threshold
Segment size
Gap movement cycle
Line size (gap size)
Wear-leveling cycle
Wear-leveling threshold
Update counting cycle

1 (every)
20,000
1 (every)
10,000
20,000
4 KB
10,000
4 KB
10,000
20,000
1,000

Fig. 10 shows the distributions of memory chunk update
counts under different memory allocators. The Buddy
allocator produces a wide range of update counts among
chunks due to the spatial locality of the application’s memory
update pattern. Compared to the Buddy allocator, W-Buddy
reduced the variances of update counts by 91% and the
maximum update counts by 96%; however, its compulsory
wear-leveling increased the average update count.
The wear-leveling performance of W-Buddy is lower than
the Ideal allocator due to its sampling-based approach.
However, the Ideal allocator requires a high-cost hardware
counter and incurs significant interrupt overheads in notifying
the operating system at every memory update.

Fig. 10. The distribution of memory chunk update counts. The boxes
show the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the whiskers represent the
minimum and maximum update counts.
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Buddy-SegmentSwap
performs
wear-leveling
well
compared with W-Buddy, but with higher average update
counts. In terms of maximum update counts, W-Buddy is
slightly worse than Buddy-SegmentSwap. This is because WBuddy finds the maximum updated chunk only by comparing
the update counts of parent chunks. However, the maximum
update count of W-Buddy is lower than that of BuddySegmentSwap for longer memory workloads.
Buddy-StartGap performs wear-leveling by means of gap
movement. At each gap movement, only one line changes its
physical location. Thus, Buddy-StartGap takes a long time to
perform the overall wear-leveling, and its maximum update
counts are accordingly large.
Fig. 11 shows the total memory update counts under
different wear-leveling techniques. The values are normalized
by the total memory update counts of the Buddy allocator.
Since the Buddy allocator does not move data for wearleveling, its memory update counts are the least. The update
count of W-Buddy is slightly larger than that of Buddy due to
the compulsory wear-leveling. The memory update count of
W-Buddy is lower than both Buddy-SegmentSwap and
Buddy-StartGap due to its allocation time wear-leveling. The
Ideal allocator has significantly higher memory update counts
owing to its frequent compulsory wear-leveling.

Fig. 11 Memory update counts, normalized to the Buddy allocator.

Finally, the software overhead is evaluated by comparing
the total execution time, that is, the sum of the time consumed
by the memory allocators and the SCRAM I/O operations. To
determine the total execution time, the running time of the
four different memory allocators was measured on a 2.66 GHz
CPU Linux machine, and the number of read and update
operations were counted on SCRAM in the SCRAM simulator.
Based on the memory access count and the latency value of
PCRAM, the elapsed time for the SCRAM I/O operations was
calculated. Fig. 12 shows elapsed time normalized to the time
of the Buddy allocator. Relative to Buddy, W-Buddy incurred
a maximum time overhead of 3%. The total elapsed time of
W-Buddy was shorter than the others, hardware-based wearleveling techniques, because W-Buddy minimizes the number
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of memory chunk swaps in its wear-out-aware memory
allocation. In particular, under the Linux kernel build
workload, the elapsed time of Buddy-SegmentSwap was more
than 20% greater than that of W-Buddy; because BuddySegmentSwap does not consider the wear of memory pages as
it allocates memory, highly worn memory pages can be
reallocated for hot data, leading to many subsequent memory
chunk swaps.

Fig. 12. Elapsed times, normalized to the performance of the Buddy
allocator.

B. Wear-leveling performance of reformatting
The postmark and filebench benchmark programs with 8
GB USB flash memory are used to collect DE update
workloads on the Linux VFAT file system. The postmark
workload was collected while running 500,000 transactions.
The filebench workload was collected while running the
createfiles script of filebench, which creates 10 MB-sized files
and performs random writes to the files with a buffer of 1 MB
maximum size. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
metadata reformatting technique, the simulator is configured
the capacity of the SCRAM simulator to be 16 KB, which can
store 440 DEs.
The reformatting is compared against two hardware-based
wear-leveling techniques. First, DCW [12] does not perform
any wear-leveling, but it reduces the number of bit updates by
not programming unchanged data bits. Second, RowShift [3]
performs wear-leveling by shifting the row address after every
1,024 write requests. Reformatting changes the DE format
type after every 1,024 updates. In experiments, the DCW
technique was also used by RowShift and reformatting as a
base technique to minimize the wear of SCRAM cells.
Fig. 13 shows the distribution of update counts under the
postmark and filebench workloads. The DCW-only technique
had the largest variance in update counts since it makes no
consideration of wear-leveling. While the reformatting
technique changes only one 32 byte DE, RowShift moves all
bits in a 4 KB memory page. Therefore, RowShift has a larger
average update count than reformatting. In addition, the
variance of update counts of RowShift is larger than that of
reformatting, especially when the wear-leveling period is long.
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